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Greeting! The administrations of UMass Boston, Simpson College and Summit Debate have been in constant communication with regard to unique logistical planning providing a safe summer debate and speech institute experience.  At this point, we have decided not to offer our 2020 Summer Institutes in person anymore and to move all
our programs to an online environment. We will have the same award-winning curriculum and staff and will work with all of our curriculum directors to seamlessly move from a personal best practice curriculum to an online curriculum of best practices.  Our daily schedule will be adjusted to suit domestic time zones, as well as the offer
options for further personalized teaching outside our schedule, in the form of added seminars, thematic briefings and faculty office hours. We will have no fewer than 15 scheduled training debates, an end camp performance speech round, additional individual coaching sessions/skills sessions, and additional opportunities for students to
watch recorded lectures from all of our faculty at all of our skill levels and events.  For more information on this decision, please click here. Jenny CookExecutive Director, Summit Debate for all covid-19 updates, please click here. We will have five labs in our first online session. Each of them has two managers and the first year. We'll
release levels and lab rosters closer to the start of camp. BMS LAB National Symposium for Discussion 2020Lincoln Douglas. Public forum. Students and staff at our flagship Lincoln-Douglas session at the University of Minnesota's NSD, we looked at options for debate camps for high school debaters looking for a competitive advantage
and realized that we could make a better camp. More than a decade later, now expanded to 6 different camps in Lincoln-Douglas and a public forum, and online tutoring workshops, the National Symposium for Discussion is bigger than ever.    Students take notes during a lecture in the lab at the flagship NSD Session. In the last 8 years,
NSD graduates have won or been in the Finals of the Tournament of Champions (2020, 2017, 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012), the National Tournament of the Catholic Forensic League (2016, 2014, 2013) and the National Tournament Association for Speech and Debate (2016, 2013,2012). Talent. Instructions. Determination. Success. NSD
does it best.  A student gives a speech in the lab at the NSD's flagship. 1 on 1 time. Mentorship. No massive lecture halls. Consistent exercise. The ratio of 1:4. NSD builds a camp with the student first. Strake Jesuit head LD trainer Chris Castillo lectures in the lab. The most talented coaches. Class teachers. Graduate students. Brilliant
debating minds. Carefully selected, our staff cannot be matched. Class teacher Kris Wright evaluates the student's work. We ask more of our students more than the other camp But that's why our students leave knowing that their hard work will lead to success. Lindsey Perlman and Julia Wu both attended and now work at NSD TOC.
NSDA Nationals. Harvard. Stanford. Yale. NCFL nationals. It's just a few NSD victories. For more than a decade, NSD has done it best. We believe high school students are brilliant, promising and passionate. We believe high school students can do more than they think. That's why we created the NSD.  At NSD, we believe in our
students. After more than a decade of experience, the staff of the most successful coaches and the most passionate debates of the mind, the curriculum that keeps the student first, and the history of the results show that there is only one conclusion: the NSD does it best.    July 11-July 24 University of Houston * Available in person and
online for summer 2021 July 11-July 24 University of Houston * Available in person and online for summer 2021 July 18-July 31Bryn Mawr College * Available in person and online for summer 2021 Online Concierge CoachingOnline Theme Prep Week ArgumentOnline Intense WeeksNaute more on our summer 2021 page Overview
SANTA CLARA CLARA , CA – Several San Jose metro area students won big at this year's National Speech &amp; Debate Championship, taking home national championships in public forum debates, as well as finalist placements in seven other national awards. Students from six area high schools - Mission San Jose High School,
Leland High School, Harker School, Saratoga High School, Archbishop Mitty High School and BASE Independent Silicon Valley High School - made it to the prestigious national tournament finals. In addition, high school students from two high schools – Harker School and Joaquin Miller Middle School – ended up finalists at their events at
the 2018 National Speech &amp; Debate High School Tournament. This year, a weekly tournament was held in Fort Lauderdale. With over 8,000 students, coaches, educators and parents from all over the country participating in the tournament each year, this is the largest academic competition in the world. More than 150,000 students
are members of the National Speech &amp; Debate Association, and only 3 percent qualify to compete in the national tournament. National champions make up less than 1 percent of all speakers and debate competitors. Our national champions are the future leaders of our country, said J. Scott Wunn, executive director of the National
Speech &amp; Debate Association. These students not only have extraordinary talent, but are passionate, smart, entousted and hard working. We are extremely proud of their achievements and look forward to all the great things they will do in the future. Finalists for the 2018 San Jose Metro National Tournament include: National
Champions in public forum Debate: Ishan Maunder and Kodnani, Mission San Jose High School, trained Jasmine Liu. Third place in the extemporaneous debate: Prerna Agarwal, Leland High School, coached by Chris Wardner. Third place in the original oratory: Haris Hosseini, Harker School, coached by Scott Odekirk. Joe Biden won
the White House Monday when California's 55 voters pushed him over the 270 electoral college voting threshold. Fourth place in the United States Extemporaneous Speaking: Kyle Wang, of Saratoga High School, coached by Christopher Harris, Steve Clemmons, Mylan Gray, Eddie Wang and Ronin StormJoe Biden won the White House
Monday when California's 55 voters pushed him over the school's 270 electoral threshold. Fourth place in humorous interpretation: Conor Sherry, archbishop of Mitty High School, coached by Benjamin and Karen Cruz. Semifinalists in the Public Forum Debate (fourth place): Akash Shanmugam and Kayra Ilkbahar, BASE Independent
Silicon Valley High School, coached by Nathan Leal and Mark Mabie sixth place in International Extemporaneous Speaking: Eshan Gupta, Archbishop of Mitty High School, coached Mark Woodhead sixth place in the original oratory: Sanjeev Vinodh, Leland High School, coached by Bob Ickes National Speech &amp; Debate Tournament
high school finalists from the San Jose metro area include include : Second place in the Public Forum Debate: Tim Jing and Derrick Cai, Joaquin Miller High School, coached by Victor Rivas Umana fifth place in improvised speaking: Michelle Jin, Harker School, coached by Chris Thiele semifinalists in Politics Debate: Deven Shah and
Deeya Viradia, Harker School, coached by Chris Thiele Quarterfinalists in Politics Debate: Sarah Mohammed and Saavi Kumar, Harker , coached by Chris Thiele Photo: 2018 Public Forum Debate Champions Ishan Maunder and Devesh Kodnani , Mission San Jose High School (Photo Courtesy National Speech &amp; Debate
Tournament) What is business aviation? MembershipFlight Department AdministrationAircraft OperationsProfessional DevelopmentNBAA-BACE &amp; Other EventsAdvocacyNews &amp; PublicationsProducts &amp; Services About NBAA Member Directory My NBAA Profile Air Mail Business Aviation Jobs Members Media Exhibitors
Students – especially at the presidential debate stage – revolve around the term Medicare for all for quite a long time, confused American voters about the various policy proposals automotive phrases would refer to. To set that record, a council of elected leaders and political experts on Tuesday held a debate in the lobby of the San Jose
Union to shed light on the president's hopeful policy plan for a nationalized health care system. the three-person co-hosts, held at Laborers Local 270 and moderated by Ryan Skolnick, a community organizer for the California Nurses Association, including Silicon Valley Congressman Ro Khanna, California Rep. Ash Kalra and Jennifer
Holm, California nurse board member. Democratic candidates fighting for the highest office in the country have promised Americans some form of national health insurance, often pointing to their differences in plans on the debate stage. While the proposals are floating, from a public option, to a comprehensive gop-led plan, the
candidate's ambitious bill stands out because it aims to bring the country's current system to the forefront - presidential candidate Sen. Bernie Sanders' Medicare for All. Khanna, a rising star of the Democratic Party, supported Sanders' bill and called the proposal political will. He is also co-chairman of the Vermont senator's national
campaign. My view is that this is no longer an intellectual argument - it is a political argument. We must defend ourselves against certain special interests that impede public order, Khanna said. The economy is bright. Currently, the current Medicare system - a program for 55-year-olds that only applies to seniors aged 65 and over and
people with disabilities - includes a limited number of health services such as hospitalization hospitalizations, medical facilities, and end-to-end care. But Sanders - a stalent progressive to the left of his challengers - wants to change that. In December 2019, Sanders introduced Medicare for All, a proposed bill that creates a national health
insurance program, expands beyond the existing national Medicare program by providing coverage to everyone and covering dental services. , hearing, vision, long-term care, mental health, substance abuse treatment, fertility and maternity care for a few - for the price of not. This means no premiums, deductibles or patient deductibles.
Everything prescription drugs and doctors who go to the emergency room will be paid according to the program, eliminating the need for private health insurance companies. But the plan pays the price for taxpayers, Sanders acknowledged, and is expected to cost trillions of dollars. Holm, a nurse, said the current health care system is
heartbroken because it allows someone to lose their gender due to a treatable infection or forces parents to calculate whether they can afford to save their child. . Currently, the number of uninitiated Americans has increased to 27 million in 2018, according to federal data released last November. Skolnick added that the sentiment,
claiming that the cost of home health care will double in the next decade, poses a greater threat to the average American who needs health care. That's not necessarily the case, Holm said, adding that Medicare for All will benefit health professionals like nurses by reducing the bureaucratic processes, paperwork and ethical pressures
they face when patients can't pay. services they provide. But in a crowded auditorium on Tuesday, many questioned the practicality of the plan and what it would cost taxpayers, challenging the idea that dominating the pay plan was a viable solution to the country's distributed system. Rep. Ash Kalra, right, center Rep. Ro Khanna, and
California sister council member Jennifer Holm, left, discuss Medicare for All at City Hall in San Jose, CA. Photo Nadia Lopez. In the end, I think 'Medicare for All' is the right answer for our country. But getting there is something I'm interested in, said Victor Saka, a 73-year-old San Jose resident who has been a San Jose resident for more
than 40 years. Saka said he supports expanding the current Medicare system as a public option, but is in a hurdle over sanders' plan. If we can figure out how to switch to Medicare for anyone who wants it, I think it will reduce the risk of failure, he added. In the current system, many people pay for used health - nationwide programs such
as Medicaid, federal government care, such as Medicare, or private insurance companies provided by employers or individuals. Khanna said the proposed plan would not happen in a one-way period - instead after a five-year XNUMX period in which the new age group would be insured gradually. Holm said many solutions could help pay
for the plan's hefty costs, averaging about $34 trillion over a decade, including a progressive payroll tax, a Wall Street transaction tax or a new statewide tax. Democrats running for health care have discussed a number of policy proposals. While the Democratic Party's goal is to reach a point where, unlike every American, the remaining
presidential candidates are relentlessly arguing about how to get there. Some have proposed plans to replace all private health insurers with a single government provider like Sanders, while others argue for a public option where an individual can choose to buy into a government plan like Medicare instead of being coerced. This
alternative will allow people to choose a government-controlled option or continue to pay private insurance. Despite the audience's concerns, the board said it was important to focus on the truth rather than relying on misinformation because competing proposals dominated the headlines. For Kalra, the reason for supporting Medicare for
All is simple - it's saving lives, he said. Our country represents the values and ideals we love - about freedom, freedom, happiness and mutual care - well, we don't live up to those ideals because it applies to our health care system, he said. Contact Nadia Lopez at [protected email] or follow @n_llopez on Twitter. Twitter.
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